Green 240sx

He has actually owned this car for the better part of seven years. Before doing the swap, I built
up the suspension to get ready for the motor. My buddy and I did the swap in my garage which
took about a day and completed the wiring the following week. The heart of the beast is a
mild-mannered RB25, if you can call a 2. Those of us who know will appreciate the clean wire
tuck, nice choice of aftermarket parts and the general function-based theme that makes us all
smile knowing that something has been done the right way. The exterior of the S13 is clean and
fairly mild as well. Once I had the body kit installed and painted, I decided to get smaller but
wider wheels, which allow the car to sit lower, and the wider wheels gave it a better stance. We
appreciate what Galvin has done with his car, and before the JDM wheel whores throw up their
arms in frustration, let me just point out that Galvin has a set of Volk GTCs in his garage as well.
A set of JIC Magic coilovers is the root of the setup, providing excellent damping duties both on
the street and on the occasional track day. His interior cabin is clean and street-oriented, with
nothing particularly out of place. He jokes about me not showing photographs of the cracked
dash I did my best! This thing has an insanely clean engine bay, a great looking exterior and an
owner with a positive attitude and appreciation for the long path he has been down to get his
car where it is today. Is the car done? My SX was my daily driver up until I started modifying it,
now I just take it to car shows and to the track when I get a chance. Figuratively speaking. First
off, the car is clean and functional inside and out, a must for any street-driven car. The RB swap
has also been performed impeccably, which is not an easy task given the tight space inside the
bay of this chassis. Although the car is fairly understated, this is one of those times when the
overall character of the car exceeds the sum of its parts. The end result of all this intoxicated
wrenching is one of the coolest Nissan SX street cars out there. With Kouki-style taillights, a
Type X rear wing, BMagic over-fenders and a Supermade Instant Gentleman body kit, this is one
of the most unique 's Arizona has ever seen. Not only does Brett Levan's family fully support
his hobby, they are also important contributors to his build. Feel free to ask us about your
technical troubles. How do you fit a massive wide rear tire onto an S13? SuperStreetOnline
features. Nate Hassler â€”. View Photo Gallery 9 Photos. By Nate Hassler. Japanese European
Domestic. Alex Stoklosa â€” Feb 23, Bob Hernandez â€” Feb 22, Rodrez â€” Feb 19, The Legend
of the high-revving Honda S Roadster. Nick Yekikian â€” Feb 18, Christian Seabaugh â€” Feb
17, Super Street Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I prefer to receive
offers and promotions from Super Street Online. Yes â€” I prefer to receive occasional updates
with special offers from carefully selected third party partners of Super Street Online. By
subscribing you agree to the terms and conditions of our terms of use. Sponsored Links. Make
Model Year Search. Related Articles SuperStreetOnline features. Make Nissan. Model SX. Up for
sale is a spectacular RB powered sx. I adore this car with every fiber of my being! In short, this
is mechanically excellent, and pushes in the high 's to the wheels. It's currently set up for the
track with a bored out RB20, fully adjustable coilovers, and all the nitty gritty support needed to
keep it purring like a kitten. So many more things that I can't remember off the top of my head
The Bad:Cosmetics obviously Might need a new battery soonRegistration is out because it wont
pass smog in CaliThe gauges have died, so if you wanna street it, you'll probably want to
replace those. But no need if you're gonna track it. The indifferent:The cold start takes a little
finesse, but is not a problem once you get the hang of itThe radiator fan is on a manual switch,
so just make sure to turn that on. So they'll work if you want them, if not, don't bother taking the
power from the motor for them. Now I could go into a rant on how amazing this car is and the
value and heritage of the skyline motor, but chances are if you've read this far, you know all that
already. You also likely know that this is a serious machine that can tear through the canyons or
the track with no issue whatsoever, and many a modern sports car will have trouble keeping up.
This thing is FAST. The Ferraris I've driven have nothing on this little guy. This car is nothing
but fun, fast driving, great for the adrenalin junkie, the speed demon, or the average Joe who
wants a fun little weekend car. Reason I'm selling: I haven't had the time to give this car the love
it deserves, and so she's been sitting parked for a while now. Also, I'm preparing to move
across country and need to cut down on things to haul. I'll consider any reasonable offer, and
will gladly help coordinate with a shipping company or for local pick up. Need to sell my SX S
She has been my project car for the past 5 years but I have to move across the country and
can't bring her. Perfect car for someone who likes to mess around with cars, and has most of
the basic and a lot of the not so basic upgrades done. If you want to take it on the track, throw
on some coilovers and have at it. All engine work done by Nick at Motorsports. Vehicle
DetailsVery clean example of a growing Japanese classic with less than , miles. Car runs and
drives great with a few areas of interest. The rear driver side corner by the tail light has some
small dings, the driver seat is ripped at the bolster and the driver side window trip is slightly
raised. Overall the car is in very good condition given the 25 years it has been on the road. Tires
still have plenty of life in them. Please note the car will come with a CLEAN title that will be

assigned to the buyer directly -- all I require in addition is another Bill of Sale form completed. I
was going to put an LS3 in it but decided it was time to go. The work has been done For the
swap so that is always the most expensive part of doing these cars. Fenders rolled. Needs a bit
of LOVE like door panels and a few other things. Clarion Radio. Clarion Speakers throughout
the whole car. Cars Trunk was stripped for a custom subwoofer build but never finished it.
Original one owner car comes with a clean title, and it's never been in an accident. The car was
used periodically for short runs in the last 5 years. The odometer stopped working correctly
around , but do to it's limited use, the car has been driven more than miles approximately since
then. To the best of my knowledge, whats not working: power door locks and cruise control.
The engine has full power and the transmission shifts seamlessly. California buyers responsible
for smog certificate. Vehicle sold "As is". Bidder with no transaction history will not be
accepted unless we communicate first. If specific information or additional pictures are needed,
feel free to contact me. Vehicle inspections welcomed. Custom machined aluminum hat for
plastic fuel tank to accept AN fittings and fuel pressure sensor. Coversion kit for fuel tank. Pro
5. If you have ever done the research for this kind of build you would understand the money
involved. Thanks you for looking. Like I stated I really only drive it on the weekends. Purchased
new in June of and has remained in California it's entire life. Beautiful car. Finished in it's
original Aztec Red Clearcoat and still sporting it's all original interior. Total mileage at time of
listing is only 74, The 2. The handling is nimble with good brakes, suspension and tires. All
accessories and options are in fine working order including ice cold air conditioning. So many
of the great Japanese cars of this era have ended up either heavily modified or in the junkyards.
It's great to see such a well preserved, special Nissan in this kind of condition. Asking price
listed on our site. This auction will end the moment a reasonable offer is made. Available only at
Left Coast Classics! Direct your inquiries to Donn Click here if you need assistance importing
and shipping this car to Netherlands, Germany, France or anywhere in Europe opens in new
window Also, if you have one car or an entire collection to consign or sell and are anywhere in
California,please consider Left Coast Classics. Thank you for visiting! If you are committed and
capable of purchasing this vehicle we welcome your bid! If you have any questions whatsoever
please ask them before bidding. We will be pleased to answer your questions. Upon meeting the
auction reserve, your bid will be considered a lawfully binding contract. By bidding on this
vehicle you are agreeing to these terms and conditions. We make every reasonable effort to
describe this vehicle and use many photographs to help in this description. Please remember
that this is a used vehicle. It is not new. The mileage on this vehicle has been recorded at the
time of listing and is subject to change. Regardless of our commitment to describe vehicles in
as much detail as possible there will be imperfections. Us failing to mention for example an item
such as a paint imperfection, an inoperable switch etc, does not constitute refusal of a car by
the buyer. Vehicles are complex machines with thousands of parts. Even though we attempt to
be as clear and concise in our descriptions as possible, some of these are cars that we buy and
consign. They are not our own personal cars and we do not always know what to specifically
look for. In short, we encourage you to ask questions. We also encourage inspections to avoid
any misunderstandings. This vehicle is being sold "as-is", with no warranty, expressed or
implied. Vehicle is available for an inspection prior to purchase and we will be happy to arrange
one at the expense of the interested buyer. Again, the winning bidder is committed to following
through on the transaction. Taxes and Licensing: California buyers will be charged sales tax
and licensing and processed on your behalf. Out of state buyers including other countries , we
will send title and you will be responsible for registration and taxes in your own state or
providence. If leaving the state or country, the car must be picked up by a transportation
company that can provide a bill of lading, otherwise California sales tax will be charged. All
licensed transport companies provide these. Personalized plates on vehicles if any belong to
the owner of record and cannot be included with the vehicle. The remaining balance is due
within 72 hours of the close of auction, unless other arrangements were made. Accepted
payment methods are bank wire transfers, cashier's checks and money orders. If you wish to
obtain financing, please do so ahead of time. We reserve the right to end the auction early. We
also reserve the right to verify any or all bids to ensure exceptional auction integrity. Please do
not ask the reserve amount, as we will not disclose this information. Transportation expenses
are the sole responsibility of the buyer. We cannot be held liable for any problems or damages
arising from or due to transportation handling. The buyer is responsible for all shipping charges
and fees from point of sale to the final destination. We are happy to provide a list of
transporters. Retractions: We will not accept bid retractions. If you bid and retract you will be
added to our blocked bidder list and future bids will not be accepted. If you do not follow up on
your purchase you will be reported to ebay's safe harbor and we will submit your username to
ebay's non-paying bidder program. Ebay allows for you to triple check your bid before finally

entering the bid. To bid, you must be 18 years of age or older. If you are a bidder with only
negative feedback, please contact us prior to bidding. Feedback: We encourage you to read our
feedback. We are proud of our track record and hope that it will instill the confidence needed to
help you make a decision to purchase. Upon receipt of of positive feedback, we will post same.
The transmission is a reman unit. There are numerous modifications to the vehicle so that it is
virtually a racecar. Remove the radio and air conditioning and it will be a racecar. List of
modifications. Car has thousands of dollars invested and hundreds of hours spent working on
setup and handling. It handles and performs as well as cars many times more expensive. Oil
has been changed every miles since with Mobil 1 synthetic Transmission and Diff have been
changed at early intervals with Redline racing fluids. Car is mechanically perfect and all
modifications have been performed with the purpose of speed and handling. It has cold AC and
a custom sound system with a powered subwoofer in the trunk. In addition you will get the
stock seats, seatbelts, interior trim, etc. All it needs is a paint job and you will have one of the
nicest 's you'll ever see or drive. On May, 15 pass the California emissions test with flying
colors, no check engine on.. For your consideration our SX SE Updated, that's true report about
accidents, those three accidents only affect the "shell", we replace the hood keeping all original
decals, timing, emissions diagrams etc and the driver side fender, drivers door was repaired but
not at our satisfaction if we are going to keep it, I'll make painted totally Thanks for looking
Manual shift 5 speed 4 cylinders , freeway miles Lowered with Koni suspension, 4 shocks and
springs all set Complete interiors ,Good condition, everything original All work, bumper to
bumper rear to front, everything works All original, has been our commuting car We sorry to let
it go, but too many cars, besides we need the money, Thank you. This Is a rare sx originally a 4
cylinder automatic. This car has a salvage title due to me re
corvette blower
2005 dodge nitro
timing belt dodge caravan
ar ending a mini van an around mph, airbags were deployed hence the Salvage. Last but not
least for the negative the air pump is not hooked up yet for CA emissions. Now for the GOOD.
Paint is original garage kept and is in amazing condition minor scratches on fenders and one on
rear bumper. Fuel system is steel braided from fuel rail to gas tank full custom work done by
myself and a couple friends from local machine shop. R Pump system already installed just
need to hook up wires. I Have gone through a lot with this car and I hate to see it go. It still has
tons of potential and looking forward to doing more if it does not sell. Commerce City, CO.
Oregon City, OR. Federal Way, WA. Absarokee, MT. Hanover, MA. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert
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